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What Is PTE Exam?

The Pearson Test of English (PTE) is
a computer-based English language
proficiency exam. Students can use

the PTE test to get admission to
colleges and universities all around

the world. It is one of the easiest
exams compared to others, like

IELTS or TOEFL. 
There are two types of PTE exams

that you can take.
 

This exam measures the English
language proficiency of students in

speaking, reading, writing, and
listening. Where 90 is the maximum

score that a student can receive. 
 



Types Of PTE Exam?

There are two types of PTE exams
that you can take.

 
1. PTE Academic Test

 
2. PTE General Test

 



Types Of Section In PTE
Exam

There are four types sections are in
PTE exam

 
1. PTE Speaking 

 
2. PTE Writing

 
3. PTE Reading

 
4. PTE Listening

 



Section Time Question Types

Writing
and
Speaking

54 – 67
minutes

Read Aloud
Repeat sentence
Describe image
Re-tell lecture
Answer short
question
Summarize written
text
Essay

Reading
29 – 30
minutes

Reading & writing:
Fill in the blanks
Multiple-choice,
choose multiple
answers
Re-order paragraphs
Reading: Fill in the
blanks
Multiple-choice,
choose single
answer

PTE Exam Pattern Basic
Overview



Section Time Question Types

Listening
30 – 43
minutes

Summarize
spoken text
Multiple-choice,
choose multiple
answers
Fill in the blanks
Highlight correct
summary
Multiple-choice,
choose a single
answer
Select missing
word
Highlight
incorrect words
Write from
dictation



Here we provide a section-wise
pdf of their question types.

PTE Pdf Section Wise 



Question
type 

Question
per task 

Information

Read
aloud  

6-7

You will be given a textual
passage with 40 seconds to
prepare for this. And then,
you will have another 40
seconds to read the
passage aloud.

Repeat
Sentence

10-12 

The candidate will hear a
recording of a single
sentence; the candidate
can hear it only once, and
after that, their response
will start recording.

Describe
the image 

3-4 

The candidate will see an
image in this test; it can be
anything like a map, chart,
table, etc. The candidate
will have 25 seconds to
prepare, and then he has to
describe that image within
40 seconds.

1. Speaking Section



Question
type 

Question
per task 

Information

Re-tell
lecture 

1-2 

Candidates will hear a
lecture of around 1
minute in this test and
have 10 seconds to
prepare. After that, they
must tell the lecture’s
main points in 40
seconds.

Answer
short
questions 

5-6

In this, candidates will be
asked a question and then
answered in a simple
phrase or a word.



Question
type 

Question
per task 

Information

Summarize
Written
Text

1-2 

In this, candidates will
see a textual passage
and have 10 minutes to
summarize it in one
sentence.

Write Essay 1-2 
Candidates must write
an essay on a given topic
within 20 minutes.

2. Writing Section



Question
type 

Question
per task 

Information

Multiple
choice
(choose a
single
answer) 

1-2 

In this, candidates will
have a passage of
around 100 words, with
a question and some
choices. Candidates
have to select the
answer from the choices
according to the
passage.

Multiple
choices
(choose
multiple
answers)

1-2 

Candidates will see a
textual passage of
around 200 to 300
words. Candidates will
also see a question with
5 to 7 choices and must
select the right choice.

Re-order
paragraphs 

2-3

In this test, candidates
will have a passage with
some shuffled
paragraphs. Candidates
have to correct them.

3. Reading Section



Question
type 

Question
per task 

Information

Reading: fill
in the
blanks. 

4-5

Candidates will see 4 or
5 passages of around 80
words, with 3 to 5 blanks
and 6 to 8 choices.

Reading &
writing: fill
in the
blanks 

5-6

In this, candidates will
see a passage of around
300 words; there will be
some blanks. When you
take your mouse cursor
to a blank, you will see
four options and must
select the most suitable
option.



Question
type 

Question
per task 

Information

Summarize
spoken
test 

1-2 

In this test, candidates will
hear a lecture, and then they
have to write a summary of
50 to 70 words for the
lecture. The candidate will
have around 10 minutes for
each question.

Fill in the
blanks 

2-3 

Candidates will hear an
audio clip, and then they will
see a passage with blanks
and have to fill in the correct
words in the blank.

Multiple
choice:
choose
various

1-2 

Candidates will hear a
lecture of around 40
seconds to 90 seconds. And
then, they have to choose 2
or 3 correct options from 5
to 7.

Write from
the
dictation

3-4 

Candidates will hear a
sentence, and then they
have to write it down exactly
as they hear it.

4. Listening Section



Question
type 

Question
per task 

Information

Highlight
the correct
summary 

1-2 

Candidates will hear a
lecture of around 30 to 90
seconds and then have to
choose the correct answer
from 3 to 5 options.

Multiple
choice:
choose a
single
answer 

1-2

Candidates will hear a
lecture of around 60
seconds to 90 seconds. And
then have to choose the
correct option from the
given choices.

Highlight
incorrect
words 

2-3 

Candidates will hear an
audio clip of 15 seconds to
50 seconds, then they will
see a textual passage and
have to highlight wrongly
pronounced words.

Select the
missing
word 

1-2 

Candidates will hear a
lecture of 20 seconds to 70
seconds with some blanks,
and then they have to
choose suitable words for
those blanks from 3 to 5
options.



PTE Pdf Sample Questions
Of Each Section

Here, we provide the sample questions
for each section’s tasks. 



Speaking Section

Q1. Read Aloud 

You will be given a textual passage
with 40 seconds to prepare for this.
And then, you will have another 40
seconds to read the passage aloud.



Question a
 

There is a growing trend toward vegetarianism and
veganism in the Western world. Many factors,

including concerns about animal welfare,
environmental sustainability, and personal health,

drive this. Vegetarians and vegans avoid consuming
meat, poultry, fish, and other animal products such as

dairy and eggs. Instead, they rely on plant-based
foods like fruits, vegetables, grains, and legumes for

their nutritional needs. While some critics argue that a
vegetarian or vegan diet lacks certain nutrients,

research suggests that careful planning can provide
all the necessary nutrients for a healthy diet.

 
Question b

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a rapidly developing
technology that has the potential to revolutionize

many industries, from healthcare to finance to
manufacturing. AI involves using algorithms and

machine learning to perform tasks that traditionally
require human intelligence, such as recognizing
patterns, making predictions, and responding to

natural language. While AI can potentially increase
efficiency and productivity, it also raises ethical

concerns, such as the possibility of biased algorithms
and the impact on employment. As such,

policymakers and the public need to consider AI's
implications carefully and ensure that it is developed

and used responsibly and ethically.
 



Question c
 

Climate change is one of the most pressing challenges
facing the world today. It is caused by human activity,

primarily burning fossil fuels like coal, oil, and gas,
which releases greenhouse gases into the atmosphere
and traps heat. It leads to various impacts, including
rising sea levels, more frequent and severe weather

events, and changes to ecosystems and wildlife.
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions through

measures such as transitioning to renewable energy
sources, improving energy efficiency, and promoting
sustainable land use practices is essential to mitigate

these impacts.
 

Question d
 

The internet has transformed how we communicate,
connect, and access information. It has created new

opportunities for businesses, individuals, and
communities and has enabled the sharing of ideas

and knowledge on a global scale. However, it has also
raised concerns about privacy, security, and

spreading misinformation. As such, it is important for
users to be aware of these risks and to protect

themselves online, such as using strong passwords,
avoiding suspicious websites, and being critical of

information found online.
 



Question e
 

Globalization refers to the world's increasing
interconnectedness through trade, communication,
and travel. It has led to the spread of ideas, cultures,

and technologies and has facilitated economic growth
and development in many parts of the world.

However, it has also led to concerns about the impact
on local cultures and economies and the exploitation

of workers and the environment. To ensure that
globalization benefits everyone, it is important to

promote policies and practices that prioritize social
and environmental responsibility and to support local

communities and workers in the face of global
competition.



Q2. Repeat Sentence

The candidate will hear a recording of
a single sentence; the candidate can

hear it only once, and after that, their
response will start recording.



Question a

Question b

Question d

Question c

Question e

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/repeat-sentence-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/repeat-sentence-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/repeat-sentence-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/repeat-sentence-question-c.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/repeat-sentence-question-e.mp3


Q3. Describe Image

The candidate will see an image in this
test; it can be anything like a map,

chart, table, etc. The candidate will
have 25 seconds to prepare, and then
he has to describe that image within

40 seconds.



Question a



Question b



Question c



Question d



Question e



Q4. Re-tell lecture

Candidates will hear a lecture and
have 10 seconds to prepare. After

that, they must tell the lecture’s main
points in 40 seconds.



Question a

Question b

Question d

Question c

Question e

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/Re-tell-lecture-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/re-tell-lecture-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/re-tell-lecture-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/re-tell-lecture-question-c.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/re-tell-lecture-question-e.mp3


Q5. Answer short questions

In this, candidates will be asked a
question and then answered in a

simple phrase or a word.



Question a

Question b

Question d

Question c

Question e

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/answer-short-questions-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/answer-short-questions-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/answer-short-questions-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/answer-short-questions-question-c.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/answer-short-questions-question-e.mp3


Q1. PTE Summarizes Written Text 

In this question type, candidates will
see a textual passage and have 10

minutes to summarize it in one
sentence. 

Writing Section 



Question a
Electric vehicles (EVs) demand has increased

significantly in recent years. This can be attributed to
many factors, including growing environmental

concerns and improvements in battery technology. EVs
offer advantages over traditional gasoline-powered

vehicles, including lower operating costs and reduced
emissions. However, widespread adoption still has

challenges, such as limited charging infrastructure and
higher upfront costs.

 
Question b

The concept of social responsibility in business has
gained increasing attention in recent years. Socially

responsible companies aim to positively impact society
and the environment rather than solely focusing on

maximizing profits. This can be achieved by reducing
waste and emissions, promoting diversity and inclusion,

and supporting community development initiatives.
 

Question c
The use of renewable energy sources such as solar and
wind power has grown significantly in recent years. This

is partly due to technological improvements and
government incentives for clean energy. Renewable

energy has many benefits, including reduced
greenhouse gas emissions and increased energy
security. However, there are still challenges to

overcome, such as intermittency and the need for
energy storage solutions.

 



Question d
Artificial intelligence (AI) can potentially revolutionize

numerous industries, from healthcare to finance. AI
systems can analyze vast amounts of data and identify
patterns humans might miss, leading to more accurate

predictions and better decision-making. However, there
are concerns about the ethical implications of AI,
particularly in areas like employment and privacy.

 
Question e

The rise of e-commerce has fundamentally changed the
retail industry. Online shopping has become

increasingly popular due to its convenience and ability
to offer a wide range of products at competitive prices.

However, this shift has also significantly impacted
brick-and-mortar stores, with many struggling to

compete with their online counterparts.
 



Q2. Write Essays

Candidates must write an essay on a
given topic within 20 minutes. They
need to write between 200 to 300

words.



Question a
Some people believe that students should only study

academic subjects, while others think they should also
learn practical skills. Discuss both views and give your

opinion.
 

Question b
Some people think that social media positively
influences society, while others believe it has a

negative impact. Discuss both views and give your
opinion.

 
Question c

Some people believe children should start learning a
foreign language from a young age, while others think it
should not be introduced until later in life. Discuss both

views and give your opinion.
 

Question d
Some people believe that the use of technology has
made us more isolated, while others think that it has

brought people closer together. Discuss both views and
give your opinion.

 
Question e

In many countries, young people are becoming more
involved in politics. Discuss the reasons for this and its

potential consequences.
 



Q1. Multiple choice (Choose A Single
Answer) 

In this, candidates will have a passage
of around 100 words, with a question
and some choices. Candidates have to

select the answer from the choices
according to the passage.

Reading Section



It helps avert infectious diseases
People do not prefer to shake hands with others

There is a shortage of necessities
It boosts the sales of alcohol-based hand sanitizers

Question a 
 

Washing hands can keep you healthy and prevent the
spread of respiratory and diarrheal infections from one

person to another. Germs can spread from other
people or surfaces when you touch your eyes, nose,

and mouth or prepare or eat food and drinks with
unwashed hands. The germs can also spread when you
blow your nose, cough, or sneeze into your hands and

then touch other people’s or common objects. Washing
hands with soap and water is the best way to eliminate
germs. If soap and water are not readily available, you
can use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains

at least 60% alcohol. 
 

The author considers handwashing to be important
because

 

 



They were often played at festivals.
Ancient Saxons did not like the musical instrument
They were used in religious services by the priests.

Folk musicians used them to praise the nobility. 

Question b
 

The harp was the favorite instrument of ancient Saxons
in Great Britain.No nation has been more famous for its
harps and folk musicians than the Welsh and Irish. The
legendary Alfred infiltrated the Danish camp, disguised

as a folk musician, because the harpers had marched
through the enemy's ranks undisturbed because of

their profession. The same trick was also employed by
several Danish chiefs in the camp of Athelstan, the

Saxon. The bards, or harpers of old, were the historians
of the time; they handed down from generation to

generation the history of remarkable events and the
deeds and lineage of their celebrated chiefs and

princes. The harpers of Britain were invited to the
banquets of kings and nobles: their task was to sing or

recite the victories of their patrons.
 

What does the writer say about the harp?

 



The potato is a root vegetable native to Ireland.
Potatoes are the primary source of food in many

parts of the world.
Most families can't afford to buy potatoes. 
People who increased their consumption of

potatoes gained more weight over time.

Question c 
 

Potatoes grew wild in Peru, a country in South America,
from where they were transplanted to other parts of

the American continent and then to Europe. The honor
of introducing this valuable vegetable into England is

divided between Sir Francis Drake in 1580 and Sir
Walter Raleigh in 1586, some ascribing it to the former
and others to the latter. They were certainly obtained
from Virginia at the time of Raleigh; they were planted

only in the gardens of the rich people and were
considered a great delicacy. They are now the staple

food in most countries of Europe and America; in
Ireland, they have long provided nearly 80% of the

entire food of the people.
 

What is the writer's conclusion about potatoes?

 



Exercising at home is much better than exercising out
of doors

Vigorous exercise may be performed safely after
midlife with the guidance of a doctor

Regular walking is only helpful if you are physically
weak

People with desk-bound jobs get sufficient physical
exercise.

Question d
 

Physical exercises are vital to general health. The working
man, however, is likely to get enough of it from his daily
work. Still, those with sedentary habits, especially those
working indoors, will not get enough exercise from their

activities.
While the gym is popular and has done a lot to make weak
people strong, no one should take more than very simple

exercises without a doctor's advice. Exercises can be
done in the bedroom with the use of light dumbbells or

without the use of any apparatus at all.
Walking is best because it can be enjoyed by those in
poor health or physically weak. It takes one out of the
door and exercising is much better than exercising in a

closed room. If you exercise at home, open all the
windows.

 
What is the writer's conclusion about exercise?



The decrease in renewable energy pricing can benefit
consumers.

Electric cooperatives plan to increase energy pricing.
Coal capacity is being increased to meet rising

consumer demand.
The prices for new wind and solar projects are higher

than the operating costs of existing coal assets.

Question e
 

Declines in renewable energy pricing are creating
opportunities for electric cooperatives in the U.S. to

deliver cost savings to their members. However,
according to a new study, this also creates risks for those

utilities that are slower to transition to these
technologies. Electric cooperatives have proposed
retiring significant coal capacity and generating 55

percent of their energy from wind and solar resources by
2026. This would likely result in net customer cost

savings because of the highly competitive bids for wind
and solar energy. The long-term fixed prices for new wind

and solar projects beat the operating costs of many
existing coal assets in the West.

 
What is the writer's main point about renewable energy

pricing?

 



Q2. Multiple choices (choose multiple
answers)

Candidates will see a textual passage
of around 200 to 300 words.

Candidates will also see a question
with 5 to 7 choices and must select the

right choice.



Human survival does not depend on water.
Over two-thirds of the surface of the earth is

covered with water.
Freshwater constitutes about 1% of the world's

water supply.
The demand for water has seen a steady decline

over time.
Most of the Earth's water is solidified in the form

of snow.

Question a
Water covers more than 66% of the earth's surface.
Nearly all of Earth's water is found in seas and other

saltwater bodies, while most of the remaining
freshwater is solidified in the form of snow cover.

Waterways, lakes, wetlands, and aquifers that contain
easily accessible freshwater represent less than 1% of
the world's water supply. But this valuable resource
supports an enormous diversity of life and is vital for

human survival.
The demand for water for various uses, such as

drinking, sanitation, farming, and energy production,
continues to increase as the worldwide population

grows. In the meantime, human activities and
environmental change influence water cycle changes,

putting freshwater ecosystems under strain.
Pollution, construction, and mining activities pose

additional challenges.
 

Which of the following are true statements about
water?

 



Question b
A new report from WHO suggests that excessive or

inappropriate speed contributes to 1 in 3 road traffic
fatalities worldwide. Measures to address speed

prevent road traffic deaths and injuries, make
populations healthier, and make cities more

sustainable.
 

Around 1.25 million people die every year on the
world’s roads. Studies indicate that 40–50% of

drivers exceed posted speed limits. Drivers who are
male, young, and under the influence of alcohol are
more likely to be involved in speed-related crashes.

Road traffic crashes remain the number one cause of
death among young people aged 15–29. They are

estimated to cost countries 3–5% of GDP and push
many families into poverty.

 
Yet only 47 countries of the world follow good

practice on one of the main speed management
measures, namely implementing an urban speed limit

of 50 km/h or less and allowing local authorities to
reduce these limits further on roads around schools,

residences, and businesses.



Every country in the world follows the good
practice of speed management policies.

Most traffic accidents can be reduced by
regulating the speed of vehicles.

In addition to the loss of life, traffic accidents
affect the entire economy.

Road accidents are not linked to the consumption
of alcoholic beverages.

Walking and cycling increase the probability of
traffic accidents

Speed is at the core of the global road traffic injury
problem," notes WHO Director-General Dr Margaret
Chan. "If countries were to address this key risk, they
would soon reap the rewards of safer roads, both in

terms of lives saved and increases in walking and
cycling, with profound and lasting effects on health.

 
Which of the following are true according to the

passage?



The golden thread-leaf Stipa grass makes a good
bedding material for deer..

Most of the park’s best grasses can be discovered at
high altitudes.

The beautiful Bull muhly grass grows on the east-
facing slopes.

Different grass species thrive in different
environments.

The grasses are rarely found growing in the
woodlands.

Question c
Various types of grasses have adapted to different soils
& altitudes & grow in company with a variety of plants.

In colorful sequence, the grasses create a three-
dimensional mosaic that begins on the edges of the
shrub desert, covering the foothills and running up

through the woodlands out onto mountaintop
meadows. You can see these differences quite easily.
Many of the park’s finest grasses may be found in the

mountains, for while the grasslands blend into the
woodlands somewhere around 1,700 meters, the

grasses continue all the way up to the mountaintops.
Again, the species change with climate, altitude, and

ground cover conditions. The golden thread-leaf Stipa
grass likes to grow under juniper trees, spilling its long
blades in rounded clumps. So does The beautiful Bull

muhly grass that favors north-facing slopes and grows
in clumps up to just over a meter high; it helps hold soil
on the hillsides. Its large purple flowering heads make

good bedding grass for deer.
Which of the following statements are supported by the

passage?



Question d
 

The end of the Second World War saw Japan grappling
with food shortages, and long queues of hungry people
braving the cold for food became a common sight. One

of the main staples of the Japanese diet, noodles, was in
short supply, and the nation's noodle manufacturers

could not meet the country's needs. At this point,
Taiwanese inventor and entrepreneur Momofuku Ando

recognized the opportunity and decided to take matters
into his own hands.

 
Ando set out to develop the noodles production himself

and dedicated months to perfecting his flash-frying
method. He aimed to create a product that was not only

delicious but also affordable and easy to make. After
several rounds of trial and error testing, Ando finally

launched the first box of pre-cooked instant noodles in
1958, revolutionizing the food industry.

 
The success of Ando's instant noodles paved the way

for his next innovation - the cup of noodles. In just a few
years, he invented a cup of noodles that could be

consumed simply by removing the top, pouring hot
water, and waiting. This new product was convenient
and became a hit among consumers who were always

on the go.



Ando wanted to position them as a luxury item.
Instant noodles took months to cook.

Cup noodles are extremely easy to make.
Japan's production of noodles outstripped public

demand.
Ando sold the first box of pre-cooked instant

noodles in 1958.

Ando's inventions not only helped solve Japan's food
crisis but also transformed how people consume

noodles worldwide. Today, instant noodles are a staple
food in many households and are enjoyed by millions

globally. Momofuku Ando's legacy lives on, and his
innovations inspire new generations of food

entrepreneurs.
 

Which of the following statements about noodles match
the information in the passage?



Question e
COVID-19 spreads mainly among people in close

contact for a prolonged period. Spread happens when
an infected person coughs, sneezes, or talks, and

droplets from their mouth or nose are launched into the
air and land in the mouths or noses of people nearby.

Social distancing helps limit contact with infected
people and contaminated surfaces.

 
Citizens need to follow guidance from the local

authorities. If they need to shop for food or medicine at
the grocery store or pharmacy, they must stay at least 6

feet away from others. Online delivery services for
medications and groceries should be given preference

as much as possible. 
 

Covering their mouth and nose with a cloth face cover
when around others is essential, and people must stay
at least 6 feet from others, even when they wear a face
covering. Everyone has a role in slowing the spread and

protecting themselves, their family, and their
community.

 



Medicines and food products should invariably be
purchased at stores. 

It is not clear how COVID-19 disease spreads.
It is important to follow the instructions provided by

the authorities.
When people wear face masks, they do not need to

maintain a distance of 6 feet from others.
Social distancing reduces exposure to individuals

who are sick.

Which of these claims are true according to the
passage?



Q3. Re-order Paragraphs 

In this test, candidates will have a
passage with some shuffled

paragraphs. Candidates have to
correct them.



But we cannot deny the advantages of
technology, for example, phones have brought the

world closer.
Technology has both advantages and

disadvantages.
For example, phones are known to cause problems

due to radiation.
I think it all boils down to how we use a particular

technology.
Some people also make phone calls while driving,

which causes incidents.

To face the growth of trade, it was deemed
necessary to remedy this lack of adequate

currency.
In most countries, it is only the government,

through their central banks, who are permitted to
issue currency.

The first Scottish bank to do this was the Bank of
Scotland.

But in Scotland, three banks are still allowed to
issue banknotes.

When this bank was founded in 1695, Scots
coinage was in short supply and of uncertain

value, compared with English, Dutch, Flemish, or
French coin.

Question a
 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 
Question b

 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

 



This usually irritates me, but I don’t mind it here,
and their interactions are well-handled and

informative.
They’re not all necessarily good guys, either,

although with the hurricanes wreaking wholesale
destruction upon the world’s coastal areas, ethical

categories tend to become irrelevant.
But even the Evil American Corporate Magnate is a

pretty likable guy.
Unlike Barnes’ previous books, Mother of Storms

has a fairly large cast of viewpoint characters.

The date of his baptism is unknown.
Stephen I, also known as King Saint Stephen, was
the last Grand Prince of the Hungarians between

997 and 1000 or 1001, and the first King of
Hungary from 1000 or 1001 until his death in

1038.
At his birth, he was given the pagan name Vajk.

The year of his birth is uncertain, but many details
of his life suggest that he was born in or after 975

in Esztergom.
He was the only son of Grand Prince Géza and his

wife, Sarolt, who was descended from the
prominent family of the Gyulas.

Question c
 

1.

2.

3.

4.

 
Question d

 
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

 



The consequence is that refugee acceptance is
slowing down.

Australian immigration policy was relatively loose
before.

We accept more refugees than we were expected.
At the same time, new refugee policies have been

changed secretly.
Because of the election, refugee applications are

extended.

Question e
 

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

 



Q4. Reading: fill in the Blanks

Candidates will see 4 or 5 passages of
around 80 words, with 3 to 5 blanks
and 6 to 8 choices. You need to drag

and drop the answers in space. 



Question a
 

The problem caused by plastic pollution is getting out
of hand, but public____and intervention is about to

change that. About 9 billion kilograms of plastic waste
reaches the world's oceans from coastal areas annually.

This plastic causes____and harm to marine creatures
such as turtles, whales, and seabirds that starve

because their bellies are full of plastic particles leaving
no room for real food. A______ study about the potential
adverse impacts of tiny pieces of plastic in the marine

food chain says that it might adversely_____human
health and food security.

 
recent, stress, affect, awareness

 
Question b

 
Hyperglue is one of the most____instant adhesives

available in the market. This popularity is primarily due
to its ability to glue_____together quickly.

Hobbyists, students, and even professionals prefer to
use it in their projects to_____time. However, Hyperglue

has an______short shelf life, as its primary ingredient,
cyanoacrylate dries up easily.

 
extremely, save, popular, objects

 



Question c
 

Participation in higher education is more important
today than ever before._____change, digitization and
innovation have a high priority for advanced skills as

less skilled_____are driven out of the market. Those who
have only completed upper secondary education will
earn far less than a university graduate, perpetuating
this vicious cycle over the future______. It takes four to

five generations for the children of families in the
lower_____bracket to reach the average earnings level in

many countries. Disadvantages in education and the
labor market lead to differences in

socioeconomic______and overall well-being, which are
then passed on from parents to their children.

 
jobs, income, technological, generations, outcomes

 
 



Question d
 

In all countries, economists hold leading_____in society,
are managers of the largest companies and banks, and

heads of governments, central bank governors, and
managers of renowned_____firms and analytics

departments. This makes Economics one of the elite
programs at the most renowned universities, where

only a few percent of the best students are accepted.
Economics is a challenging study that requires an
ambitious and______person with good_____skills. A
person who, as many examples show, can make

decisions in a key position in the economy and in
government policy. Why? Graduates of the Master's
programme in Economics are in a position to solve
economic and entrepreneurial problems that other
people usually do not recognise or consider to be

important. If you are ambitious, unafraid of hard work,
and eager to make important social decisions in your

life, then enrolling in the Economics program will help
you achieve your_____.

 
motivated, goals, positions, analytical, consulting

 



Question e
 

Each cell in your body needs oxygen to live. The air that
we breathe contains oxygen and gases. Once in the
lungs, oxygen is_____to the bloodstream and carried

through your body. Oxygen is exchanged for waste gas
called carbon dioxide at each cell in your body. Your
bloodstream then brings this gas back to the lungs,

where it is_____from the bloodstream and then exhaled.
Your lungs and respiratory system_____perform this vital
process called gas exchange. The capacity of the lungs
decreases as you age. Keep your lungs healthy every

day. Eat a balanced diet, exercise, and reduce____.
 

stress, automatically, removed, transferred
 



Q5. Reading & writing: fill in the blanks

In this, candidates will see a passage of
around 300 words; there will be some

blanks. When you take your mouse
cursor to a blank, you will see four
options and must select the most

suitable option.



Space 1
options 

Space 2
options 

Space 3
options
 

Space 4
options 

Space 5
options 

pretense
popularp
oster
pounce

deters
donatedd
omestica
ted
delegate

felony
fasten
finding
flourish

appeal
announce
aloud
aiding

improved
idly
ignore
iluminates

Question a
 

While it’s no wonder that dogs are__space1___as man’s
best friends, little is known about the origins of this
friendship. It is presumed that dogs were one of the

first animals to be___space2__ by humans. One
notable effect of this long relationship with humans is

that, unlike other canine species, dogs
can__space3___on a carbohydrate-rich diet.

Historically, dogs have been helping us in many ways,
but recently they are also assisting people with

disabilities and__space4___ in therapy. Patients who
were administered dog therapy demonstrated

decreased stress, increased happiness,
and__space5___energy levels.

 



Question b
 

Despite progress over the last two__space1___, still
more than 35 percent of the urban population of the
less developed regions was living in slums in 2005-

2007. In the least developed countries, 71 percent of
the urban dwellers lived in slums. This proportion is
very high in sub-Saharan Africa,__space2___from 61
percent in Western Africa to 71 percent in Middle

Africa. It is also very high in Sudan, where 94 percent
of the urban dwellers live in slums. In Asia, this

proportion is 33 percent, close to the average of the
less developed__space3___, and 22 percentage points
lower than in Africa. Twenty-five percent of the urban

population of Western Asia lives in slums, a
percentage significantly lower than the world

average. Lack of access to safe drinking water and
adequate sanitation are typical characteristics of
urban slums. Access to safe water and adequate

sanitation are among the indicators used to monitor
progress toward__space4___sustainability. Globally,

134 million urban dwellers (4 percent)
lacked__space5___to an improved water supply in

2008, and 806 million (24 percent) lacked adequate
sanitation services. Most of these people lived in

informal, overcrowded urban settlements in
developing countries, particularly in Africa and Asia.

 



Space 1
options 

Space 2
options 

Space 3
options 

Space 4
options 

Space 5
options 

doubtful
decades
dowry
destiny

remains
round
rotation
ranging

revenue 
regions 
repair 
restrict

enable 
encomp
ass
environ
mental 
envelope

access 
archery 
applause
appears



Space 1
options 

Space 2
options 

Space 3
options 

Space 4
options 

ponder 
plead
portion 
pasted

ignorance
interior 
imaginary
influence

authorit
arresting
analog 
amazing

applications 
administration
across 
adage

Question c
 

In the second century of the Christian era, the empire
of Rome comprehended the fairest part of the earth

and the most civilized__space1___of mankind. The
frontiers of that extensive monarchy were guarded by
ancient renown and disciplined valor. The gentle but

powerful__space2___of laws and manners had
gradually cemented the union of the provinces. Their

peaceful inhabitants enjoyed and abused the
advantages of wealth and luxury. The image of a free
constitution was preserved with decent reverence:

the Roman senate appeared to possess the
sovereign__space3___and devolved on the emperors

all the executive powers of government. During a
happy period of more than four score years, the

public __space4__was conducted by the virtue and
abilities of Nerva, Trajan, Hadrian, and the two

Antonines.
 



Question d
 

Thousands of babies are born deaf or hard of hearing
in the United States each year. It’s important that
they are__space1___early and receive appropriate

support services in a timely manner. Two Early
Hearing Detection and Intervention (EHDI) programs
provide essential services to these children and their

families during COVID-19. 
 

About 1 in 500 babies in the United States are born
deaf or hard of hearing (DHH). When identified at
birth, babies who are DHH can begin intervention
early and are more likely to __space2___language,

cognitive and social development on par with
typically developing peers. Every state has an Early
Hearing Detection and Intervention (EHDI) program
that works to__space3__that babies who are DHH are
diagnosed early and receive the services they need

on time.

Space 1
options 

Space 2
options 

Space 3
options 

improvements 
illusion 
identified 
implicate

achieve 
alluvial 
animosity 
account

entrapment 
ensure 
escaping 
eclipsed



Space 1
options 

Space 2
options 

Space 3
options 

Space 4
options 

safety 
sources 
nares
sorrow

lament 
lease 
legion 
light

rename
removing
reports 
repairman

towering 
thumbs 
travel 
tension

Question e
 

Radiation is the energy that comes from
a__space1___and travels through space at the speed
of__space2___. This energy has an electric field and a
magnetic field associated with it and has wave-like

properties. You could also call radiation
“electromagnetic waves.”

 
This radiation is characterized in two forms—ionizing

and non-ionizing radiation.
 

Ionizing radiation is a form of energy that acts
by__space3___ electrons from atoms and molecules of

materials that include air, water, and living tissue.
Ionizing radiation can__space4___unseen and pass

through these materials.



Q1. Summarize spoken test 

In this test, candidates will hear a
lecture, and then they have to write a

summary of 50 to 70 words for the
lecture. The candidate will have

around 10 minutes for each question.

Listening Section



Question a

Question b

Question d

Question c

Question e

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/summarize-spoken-test-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/summarize-spoken-test-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/summarize-spoken-test-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/summarize-spoken-test-question-d.mp3


Q2. Fill in the blanks

Candidates will hear an audio clip, and
then they will see a passage with

blanks and have to fill in the correct
words in the blank.



Question a

Question b

Water plays a big role in_______our communities. As water
supplies are stressed by growing populations, climate

challenges, and greater competition, for_______the need to
leverage innovative technologies and alternative water
supplies continues to grow. The challenge for many is

matching the________of water with its intended use. 

Right now, farm fresh cherries are in the supermarket____all
over the country. Then there'll be apples and pears.

The______receives a large proportion of these fruits from its
agricultural________. Immigrants pick these crops as they do

in the rest of the country.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-b.mp3


Question c

Question d

We think of money as one of the biggest inventions of
mankind. With the widespread use of money,_______was

born. Nowadays, all economies are financial. Their financial
systems have grown in size and complexity. We see a wide
array of financial institutions trading in complex financial
assets on interdependent financial markets with a single
aim of bringing together savers and______in their desire to

make the best use of their wealth.

Lions used to be_____enough throughout South Asia, Iran,
Asia Minor, and even in Greece. They disappeared from

these countries a long_____ago and are seldom encountered
in India. The Indian lion is ______than his African

counterpart. 

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-c.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-d.mp3


Question e

The black bear is the largest wild_______ in these parts. It
can weigh 225 kilograms or more but is capable of

incredibly fast sprints on_____terrain. It is a wild animal,
protected as such, it sometimes loses its normal fear of

people.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-e.mp3


Q3. Multiple choice: choose single
answer

Candidates will hear a lecture of
around 40 seconds to 90 seconds.

And then, they have to choose 2 or 3
correct options from 5 to 7.



Question a

Which weather phenomenon is the speaker talking about?
A) thunderstorms

B) snowstorms
C) heatwaves
D) tornadoes

Question b

What is the speaker's advice for people who want to
improve their fitness?

A) take a break from exercise
B) focus on cardio exercises

C) eat a healthy diet
D) try different types of exercise

Question c

What is the speaker's main message about studying
abroad?

A) It's a great opportunity to make new friends.
B) It can be challenging but worth it.

C) It's only for wealthy students.
D) It's not a good idea.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-a.mp3


Question d

What is the speaker's purpose in this recording?
A) to provide information about a new product

B) to advertise a sale
C) to offer a special promotion
D) to introduce a new service

Question e

What is the speaker's advice for people who want to
improve their public speaking skills?

A) Speak quickly to keep the audience's attention.
B) Memorize your entire speech beforehand.

C) Practice speaking in front of a mirror.
D) Be yourself and speak naturally.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/multiple-choice-choose-single-answer-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/fill-in-the-blanks-question-a.mp3


Q4. Highlight the correct summary

Candidates will hear a lecture of
around 30 to 90 seconds and then
have to choose the correct answer

from 3 to 5 options.



Question a

Countries may be admitted as operators when a simple
majority vote of the World Telecom Union has
approved their application. Territories are not

responsible for the conduct of their international
relations may be admitted as Associate Members upon

application made by the Member or other authority
responsible for their communications. Members of WTU
are grouped according to their technical infrastructure.

A simple majority of the World Health Assembly is
required for countries to be accepted as members. All
countries that are members of the United Nations can

become members of the W.H.O. by adopting its
constitution. Regional distribution is the criterion for

the grouping of W.H.O. members.
All countries that are United Nations members cannot
become members of WHO. Other countries are rarely
admitted as members even when a vote of the World

Health Assembly has approved their application.
Members of the WHO are grouped according to their

GDP.
Nations that are United Nations members may move

toward becoming participants in WHO by disobeying its
Constitution. Territories not responsible for the
conduct of their international relations may be

admitted as Associate Members upon application made
by their lawyers. Members of the WHO are controlled

according to the whims of the judges.

1.

2.

3.

4.

 

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-the-correct-summary-question-a.mp3


Question b

For many years several European collections of
Egyptian antiquities have contained a certain series of
objects that gave archaeologists great difficulty. It was
recognised that these artifacts had been discovered in
Egypt, but it was impossible to assign them a place in

the known periods of Egyptian art.
There were vases of a familiar shape and color, greenish

slate plates, many of them in familiar animal shapes,
and other similar items. Some slate plates with hunting

and battle scenes and other relief representations
made it easy in style many researchers considered

products of Ancient Egypt's art.
A few European collections of Egyptian antiques

contained several objects that brought great
convenience to archaeologists. It was known positively

that these objects were found in Egypt, so it was easy to
assign them a place in the known periods of Egyptian

art.
Several European collections of Egyptian antiquities
have contained a certain series of objects that gave

archaeologists great convenience. There were vases of
a familiar shape and color, greenish slate plates, many

of them in familiar animal shapes, and other similar
things.

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-the-correct-summary-question-b.mp3


Question c

Mother's Day is when many people worldwide
appreciate the contribution of mothers. According to

ancient Greek tradition, Rhea, the Mother of Gods, was
venerated at the early Mother's Day celebrations. Julia

Ward Howe and Anna Jarvis are credited with
popularising this day in modern society. However, many

people believe that Mother's Day is now highly
commercialized.

Mother's Day was invented by greeting card companies.
However, florists, jewelers, gift shops, restaurants,

hotels, and retail stores decided not to promote this
day by declining to provide special offers and discounts
for this occasion. Mothers are expected to work harder

in the kitchen and prepare food on this day.
Mother's Day is a Chinese festival in which many people

in China honor their mothers. It is held exactly three
weeks before the Chinese New Year. According to

ancient Chinese tradition, early Mother's Day
celebrations can be dated to the festivities in honor of

Mei Ling, Mother of the Gods. Mother’s Day is an annual
public holiday exclusively celebrated in China. 

According to ancient Roman tradition, early Mother's
Day celebrations can be dated to the festivities in

honor of Venus, Mother of Cupid. The modern roots of
Mother's Day can be traced back to two little boys –

Neil and Raymond, who were significant for establishing
this tradition in Italy. They wished to pay tribute to their

teachers each year and urged others to honor their
educators.

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-the-correct-summary-question-b.mp3


Question d

People can create health problems for rodents and
other pests. When rodents eat or drink food or water
that might have come into contact with humans, they
may get sick. Proximity to humans can trigger asthma

attacks or allergic reactions in some rats. 
Plants spread across 35 diseases worldwide. Diseases

borne by plants can also be transmitted to rodents.
Herbicides can control these unwanted plants so they

are no longer dangerous to rodents. 
Rats and mice have been unfairly blamed for the spread

of many diseases. These diseases are not directly
transmitted to humans through rodent handling or

bites. Rodent control is an unnecessary activity that is
commonly practiced around the world

Rats and other pests may cause problems for your
health. They can transmit diseases and attack humans
or domestic animals. Preventing human exposure to
rodent diseases can be accomplished by covering all

openings in the walls and trapping any existing rodents.

1.

2.

3.

4.

 

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-the-correct-summary-question-d.mp3


Question e

Diabetes is caused by a diet in which one or more
nutrients are insufficient. Major causes of diabetes

include poverty and high food prices. Specially
formulated foods appear to be effective as a treatment

for diabetes. The symptoms of diabetes were
reportedly known to the ancient Egyptians. 

Diabetes is a disease that involves problems with the
body's ability to process sodium. It is characterized by

elevated sodium levels in the blood, which leads to
serious damage to the heart and blood vessels over

time. It can be prevented or delayed by decreasing salt
intake, reducing alcohol intake, and having a stress-free

lifestyle.
Diabetes is a medical condition that adversely affects

the body's ability to process blood glucose. This is
because is the body does not use insulin properly and
will not be able to maintain normal blood sugar levels.

There is no cure for diabetes, but losing weight,
consuming nutritious food, and leading an active life

will help.
Consumption of soft drinks can benefit people with
diabetes. When people consume sugary drinks, they

need to increase them by more than 20% of their
energy needs for additional health benefits. When your
insulin level increases, it triggers the release of blood

sugar in your body.

1.

2.

3.

4.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-the-correct-summary-question-e.mp3


Q5. Multiple choice: choose various
answers 

Candidates will hear a lecture of
around 60 seconds to 90 seconds.

And then have to choose the correct
option from the given choices.



Question a

Which of the following animals are mentioned in the
recording?
A) giraffes

B) lions
C) zebras

D) elephants

Question b

Which of the following tasks does the speaker mention in
the recording?

A) sending an email
B) scheduling a meeting

C) booking a hotel
D) making a phone call

Question c

Which of the following are mentioned as benefits of yoga?
A) increased flexibility

B) improved mental health
C) reduced stress

D) stronger muscles

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/multiple-choice-choose-various-answers-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/multiple-choice-choose-various-answers-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/multiple-choice-choose-various-answers-question-c.mp3


Question d

Which of the following topics are mentioned in the
recording?
A) history

B) literature
C) science

D) art

Question e

Which of the following statements are mentioned as
advantages of working from home?

A) reduced commute time
B) increased productivity

C) improved work-life balance
D) more opportunities for socializing

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/multiple-choice-choose-various-answers-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/multiple-choice-choose-various-answers-question-e.mp3


Q6. Select the missing word 

Candidates will hear a lecture of 20
seconds to 70 seconds with some

blanks, and then they have to choose
suitable words for those blanks from 3

to 5 options.



Question a

I think the ___ is the best option for us to take. It will save us
a lot of time and money.

A) train
B) car
C) bus

D) plane

Question b

I'm sorry, but I didn't ___ what you said. Can you please
repeat it?

A) understand
B) comprehend

C) hear
D) listen

Question c

The company is ___ its efforts to reduce its carbon footprint
and become more environmentally friendly.

A) increasing
B) decreasing
C) maintaining

D) ignoring

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/select-the-missing-word-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/select-the-missing-word-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/select-the-missing-word-question-c.mp3


Question d

I'm sorry, but I'm afraid we can't ___ your request. Our
policy doesn't allow us to do that.

A) approve
B) deny

C) accept
D) consider

Question e

The ___ has increased significantly since we started
advertising on social media.

A) sales
B) profits

C) expenses
D) losses

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/select-the-missing-word-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/select-the-missing-word-question-e.mp3


Q7. Write from the dictation

Candidates will hear a sentence, and
then they have to write it down exactly

as they hear it



Question a

Question b

Question d

Question c

Question e

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/write-from-the-dictation-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/write-from-the-dictation-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/write-from-the-dictation-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/write-from-the-dictation-question-c.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/write-from-the-dictation-question-e.mp3


Q8. Highlight incorrect words

Candidates will hear an audio clip of 15
seconds to 50 seconds, then they will

see a textual passage and have to
highlight wrongly pronounced words.



Question a

Australia is home to some of the most dangerous creatures
in the world. The Australian funnel-web spider, for

example, is responsible for most of the country's spider
bites. It is found in New South Wales, Queensland, and
Victoria, and is most active during the summer months.

Symptoms of a bite can include nausea, sweating, and an
increased heart rate. If a funnel-web spider bites you, seek

medical attention immediately.

Question b

The first Olympic Games were held in Athens, Greece, in
1896. The games were originally intended to be a

celebration of amateur sports, and only male athletes were
allowed to compete. The first modern Olympic Games

featured just nine sports, including athletics, swimming,
and fencing. The event was a huge success, with athletes

from 14 countries taking part.

Question c

The Great Wall of China is a series of fortifications built
along the northern borders of China during various

imperial dynasties. The wall stretches over 13,000 miles
and is considered one of the greatest engineering feats in

human history. The wall was built using a variety of
materials, including brick, tamped earth, and stone. It
served as a defensive barrier against invading forces.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-incorrect-words-question-a.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-incorrect-words-question-b.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-incorrect-words-question-c.mp3


Question d

The Mona Lisa is a portrait painting by the Italian artist
Leonardo da Vinci. It is a half-length portrait of a seated

woman, believed to be Lisa Gherardini, the wife of
Francesco del Giocondo. The painting is famous for its

enigmatic smile and has been the subject of many debates
regarding its meaning and origin. The Mona Lisa is currently

displayed at the Louvre Museum in Paris, France.

Question e

The Internet is a global network of computers that
communicate with each other using standard protocols. It

was first developed in the 1960s by the United States
Department of Defense to facilitate communication

between research institutions. Today, the Internet has
become an essential tool for communication, commerce,

and entertainment, with billions of users around the world.

https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-incorrect-words-question-d.mp3
https://coursementor.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/highlight-incorrect-words-question-e.mp3


PTE Pdf Answers Of Each Section
of Sample Questions



Q5. Answer short questions

Speaking Section



Paris

Answer a

Answer b

Cold

Answer c

O

Answer d

 Pacific Ocean

Answer e

J.K. Rowling



Q1. PTE Summarizes Written Text 

Writing Section



Answer a
 

The demand for electric vehicles has risen due to
environmental concerns and improvements in battery
technology, with lower operating costs and emissions

among the advantages, but limited charging
infrastructure and higher upfront costs remain

obstacles to widespread adoption.

Answer b 
 

 Social responsibility in business has gained attention
recently, with socially responsible companies aiming to
have a positive impact on society and the environment

through measures such as reducing waste and emissions,
promoting diversity and inclusion, and supporting

community development initiatives.



Answer c
 

The use of renewable energy sources like solar and
wind power has grown due to technological

advancements and government incentives, offering
benefits such as reduced greenhouse gas emissions
and increased energy security, but challenges like

intermittency and the need for energy storage
solutions remain.

Answer d
 

Artificial intelligence has transformative potential for
industries like healthcare and finance, as AI systems can

analyze data and identify patterns for more accurate
predictions and decision-making, but ethical concerns

surrounding areas such as employment and privacy have
arisen.



Answer e
 

The retail industry has been fundamentally changed by
the rise of e-commerce, with online shopping's

convenience and ability to offer a wide range of products
at competitive prices leading to a significant impact on

brick-and-mortar stores struggling to compete with their
online counterparts.



Q2. Write Essays 



Answer a
Education is a crucial component of preparing young

people for the future. While some believe that students
should only study academic subjects, others argue that

they should also learn practical skills. Those in favor of an
academic-only approach believe that a strong foundation

in core subjects such as mathematics, science, and
language is essential for success in higher education and

future careers. On the other hand, proponents of
practical skills argue that students need to learn skills like

cooking, budgeting, and basic car maintenance to
navigate everyday life. I believe that both academic and

practical skills are important for a well-rounded
education. While a strong academic foundation is

necessary for success in higher education and specialized
careers, practical skills are essential for everyday life &

should not be neglected.



Answer b
Social media has become an integral part of modern life,

with people spending significant amounts of time on
platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Some

argue that social media has a positive influence on
society, as it allows people to connect with others and
share information and ideas. It also has the potential to
facilitate social and political change. However, others

believe that social media has a negative impact, as it can
be a source of misinformation, cyberbullying, and

addiction. It can also perpetuate harmful societal norms
and contribute to social isolation. In my opinion, social

media can have both positive and negative effects,
depending on how it is used. While it can facilitate
important conversations and connect people from

around the world, it is important to be mindful of its
potential downsides and to use it responsibly.



Answer c
 

Learning a foreign language has become increasingly
important in a globalized world. Some argue that
children should start learning a foreign language
from a young age, as they are more receptive to
language learning and can develop fluency more

easily. Others argue that introducing a foreign
language too early can overwhelm young children

and lead to a lack of interest or motivation later on.
Instead, they advocate for introducing foreign

language learning in later stages of education, when
students have a stronger foundation in their native

language and are better equipped to grasp the
complexities of a new language.  In my opinion, there

are benefits to both approaches. While starting
language learning at a young age can lead to fluency

and provide an advantage in future academic and
career pursuits, it is also important to consider the

potential challenges and drawbacks of early language
learning. Ultimately, the decision of when to

introduce foreign language learning should depend
on the individual student and their learning style and

preferences.
 



Answer d
Technology has transformed the way we

communicate and connect with others. Some argue
that it has made us more isolated, as we spend
increasing amounts of time on screens and less

time interacting face-to-face. They also point to the
rise of online trolling and cyberbullying as evidence

of technology's negative impact on social
connections. However, others argue that

technology has brought people closer together,
allowing us to connect with others from around the
world and share information and ideas on a global
scale. It has also facilitated important social and

political movements. 



Answer e
Young people's increasing involvement in politics in

many countries can be attributed to several reasons.
Firstly, access to information and technology has
empowered young individuals to stay informed
about political issues and engage in discussions

through social media platforms and online
communities. They can easily access news, share
their views, and mobilize support for causes they
believe in. Secondly, young people often have a

strong desire for change and a sense of social
justice. They are passionate about addressing

pressing issues such as climate change, inequality,
and social justice, and see political engagement as a

means to bring about the necessary reforms.
Additionally, youth-led movements and activist

groups have played a significant role in encouraging
political participation among young individuals.



Q1. Multiple choice (Choose A Single
Answer) 

Reading Section



It helps avert infectious diseases

Answer a

Answer b

Folk musicians used them to praise the nobility.

Answer c

Potatoes are the primary source of food in many parts of
the world

Answer d

vigorous exercise may be performed safely after midlife
with the guidance of a doctor

Answer e

The decrease in renewable energy pricing can
benefit consumers.



Q2. Multiple choices (choose multiple
answers)

 



Over two-thirds of the surface of the earth is
covered with water

Freshwater constitutes about 1% of the world's
water supply

Answer a

Answer b

In addition to the loss of life, traffic accidents
affect the entire economy

Most traffic accidents can be reduced by
regulating the speed of vehicles.

Answer c

Different grass species thrive in  different
environments.

Most of the park ’s best grasses can be discovered at
high altitudes.

 



Ando sold the first box of pre-cooked instant
noodles in 1958.

Cup noodles are extremely easy to make.

Answer d

Answer e

It is important to follow the instructions provided
by the authorities.

Social distancing reduces exposure to individuals
who are sick.



Q3. Re-order Paragraphs 



Answer a 
 

Technology has both advantages and disadvantages.
But we cannot deny the advantages of technology, for
example, phones have brought the world closer. I think
it all boils down to how we use a particular technology.
For example, phones are known to cause problems due
to radiation. Some people also make phone calls while

driving, which causes incidents.

Answer b
 

When this bank was founded in 1695, Scots coinage
was in short supply and of uncertain value, compared

with English, Dutch, Flemish, or French coin.To face
the growth of trade, it was deemed necessary to
remedy this lack of adequate currency.The first

Scottish bank to do this was the Bank of Scotland.In
most countries, it is only the government, through

their central banks, who are permitted to issue
currency.But in Scotland, three banks are still

allowed to issue banknotes.



Answer c
 

Unlike Barnes’ previous books, Mother of Storms has a
fairly large cast of viewpoint characters. But even the

Evil American Corporate Magnate is a pretty likable
guy. This usually irritates me, but I don’t mind it here,

and their interactions are well-handled and
informative. They’re not all necessarily good guys,

either, although with the hurricanes wreaking
wholesale destruction upon the world’s coastal areas,

ethical categories tend to become irrelevant.

Answer d
 

The date of his baptism is unknown. Stephen I, also
known as King Saint Stephen, was the last Grand

Prince of the Hungarians between 997 and 1000 or
1001, and the first King of Hungary from 1000 or
1001 until his death in 1038. At his birth, he was

given the pagan name Vajk. The year of his birth is
uncertain, but many details of his life suggest that he

was born in or after 975 in Esztergom. He was the
only son of Grand Prince Géza and his wife, Sarolt,

who was descended from the prominent family of the
Gyulas.



Answer e
 

Australian immigration policy was relatively loose
before.Because of the election, refugee applications
are extended.We accept more refugees than we were
expected.At the same time, new refugee policies have

been changed secretly.The consequence is that
refugee acceptance is slowing down.



Q4. Reading: fill in the Blanks



Answer a

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

awareness stress recent affect

Answer b

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

popular objects save extremely 

Answer c

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

technologic
al

jobs generations income



Answer d

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

positions consulting motivated analytical

Answer e

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

transferred removed
automatic
ally

stress



Q5. Reading & writing: fill in the blanks



Answer a

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

popular
domestica
ted

flourish aiding

Answer b

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

portion influence authority 
administra
tion

Answer c

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

identified achieve ensure creative



Answer d

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

positions consulting motivated analytical

Answer e

Space 1 Space 2 Space 3 Space 4  

sources light removing travel 



Q2. Fill in the blanks

Listening Section



supporting,  resources, quality

Answer a

Answer b

 shelves, nation, regions

Answer c

finance, investors
 

Answer d

common, time, smaller 
 

Answer e

animal, rough
 



Q3. Multiple choice: choose single
answer

 



 thunderstorms

Answer a

Answer b

Try different types of exercise

Answer c

It can be challenging but worth it.

Answer d

To introduce a new service
 

Answer e

Be yourself and speak naturally.
 



Q5. Multiple choice: choose various
answers 



A) giraffes, B) lions, C) zebras,

Answer a

Answer b

A) sending an email, B) scheduling a meeting, and C)
booking a hotel

Answer c

A) increased flexibility, B) improved mental health,
and C) reduced stress

Answer d

A) history, B) literature, C) science, and D) art

Answer e

A) reduced commute time, B) increased
productivity, and C) improved work-life balance



Q6. Select the missing word 



 plane

Answer a

Answer b

hear

Answer c

 increasing
 

Answer d

approve

Answer e

sales



Q8. Highlight incorrect words 



 home, responsible, found, bites

Answer a

Answer b

held, intended, male, success

Answer c

series, northern, 13,000, defensive
 

Answer d

portrait, believed, enigmatic, origin

Answer e

global, protocols, institutions, tool


